Psychosomatic subdecompensation.
The ego of a psychosomatic patient enters the relations with the external world in a very archaic way. In new traumatic situations such a personality structure possesses a very poor repertoire of adaptation mechanisms. Owing to the lack of intrapsychic elaboration of the trauma, the conflict is solved in an "interpersonal" way. The authors emphasize the importance of interpersonal conflict as an actual necessity of maintaining the connection with reality. Such a response in the development corresponds to the fixation or regression to the conflict with the object from the subphase of practising. Unpleasure, because of the early forbidding of pleasurable activities by the object, is experienced as actual, thus the object becomes a hindrance in itself. The increased hostility is being discharged through the interpersonal conflict with the object. The quality of the actual object (the therapist) affects the development of the conflict, i.e. it either allows a more successful reparation of the patient's personality structure or brings about a deeper regression.